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12th Sunday in Ordinary Time, Year A
June 21, 2020
First Reading: Jeremiah 20:10-13; Second Reading: Rom. 5:12-15; Gospel: Matthew 10:26-33

The Liturgy of Word reminds us of God’s faithful providence in the guidance of

creation and human development. God’s providential foresight allows human free-

will, but also, when our lives are open to him, guides the course of our individual

lives. God’s intimate care is shown by the Gospel reference to the “hairs of your

head being counted” and those unfortunate “two sparrows sold for a penny” but

known to God. 

The First Reading, from the Prophet Jeremiah, describes Jeremiah’s time of

trial, that occurred during the Jewish Exile, around about 600 BC. Jeremiah

complains, but his prayer of ‘complaint’ is really a trust, a faith in the power of

God to defend him in times of opposition. Jeremiah trusts in God’s providence and

perceives that trials allowed by God are designed to test the purposes of our hearts

and minds, so one’s faith may grow in hope and charity.

In the Gospel, from Matthew, Jesus tells his disciples to trust in God’s

providential care and to have courage to “acknowledge him before others”. Jesus

tells his disciples to expect opposition and rejection, but encourages them, saying

three times, “do not fear! do not be afraid”. 

Jesus then goes on to say, “fear no one; for nothing is covered up that will

not be uncovered, and nothing secret that will not become known”. Then he says,

“what I say to you in the dark, tell in the light”. Here, Jesus is talking about a

secret we all know. It is about the Gospel, about things of faith, hope and charity,

that are often hidden, even in our own lives. For, in many ways the light of the

Gospel still remains hidden in our society. So Jesus, in the Gospel, strongly

encourages us to not fear, but to live and proclaim the Gospel in our everyday

lives, and to acknowledge Christ before others. Perhaps there is no need to

“proclaim it from the housetops”, rather we are called individually and collectively

to do those quiet, beneficial good works of charity, mercy and justice; those

helpful spiritual and corporal works of mercy. 
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And so Jesus encourages us to trust in the providence of God, to take

courage among the common human afflictions of ‘fear and worry’. He says, do not

worry about the future, for God is in control for even those hidden and difficult

things will be revealed in his providence. We may be afraid of making wrong

decisions; afraid of speaking to others about our faith; afraid of the future; afraid

of bad health and health scares; afraid of getting old. In all of these we have a fear

of loss as they expose our human fragility, but God understands our fears better

than we do and he is on our side and urges us to be always faithful to Christ. 

So, this is what God’s providential care looks like; not a prevention of all

suffering but a holding all things in being and never letting sin or death have the

last word. May a trust in God’s loving care (providence) give us courage to face

our anxieties and fears, and as the Collect states, “always love [God’s] holy

name”, so we will be “set firm on the foundation of [God’s] love”.


